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ABSTRACT  

Research and /or Engineering Questions/Objective: With the rapid development of high-speed train, the 

technical needs for the friction block of brake system has become increasing higher. Up to present, a 

large amount of study has been performed to investigate the material characteristic regarding to its 

friction and wear behaviours. However, relevant study on effect of surface modification of friction 

block on friction, wear, thermal distribution and noise performances is limited. Thus it is significant to 

perform relevant research, which is beneficial for seeking for an optimal friction block to improve the 

brake characteristics of the railway brake system. 

 

Methodology: The imperforate block and the customized perforated block are exploited, and the 

influence of friction block with perforated structure on the wear, thermal distribution and noise 

performances of railway brake systems is studied under the dry and sandy conditions, by using a 

customized small-scale brake dynamometer. 

 

Results: The friction block with perforated structure can significantly affect the wear debris distribution, 

thermal distribution and noise characteristics of brake system under both the dry and sandy conditions. 

For the case of the dry condition, the perforated block shows the slighter wear on block surface and 

uniform thermal distribution on friction interface comparing to the pad without hole. Additionally, the 

perforated block exhibits a lower brake noise during the tests. While for the case of the sandy condition, 

the imperforate block presents an excellent brake performance at the wear, interfacial thermal 

distribution and the brake noise, comparing to the perforated block. 

 

Limitations of this study: Applying the findings to practice system is still under studied since a real 

brake system is much more complex comparing to the customized small-scale brake dynamometer. 

 

What does the paper offer that is new in the field in comparison to other works of the author: The effect 

of perforated structure of friction block on the brake characteristics of railway brake system is 

investigated. This study is beneficial for seeking for an optimal friction block to improve the brake 

characteristics of the railway brake system. 



Conclusion: Comparing to the imperforated block, the friction block with a perforated structure is able 

to entrap a large amount of wear debris under the dry condition. This behaviour is beneficial for 

improving the wear status of friction interface and brake characteristics as well. Under the sandy 

condition, the block surfaces are scratched by the introduced sand particles and then generated more 

wear debris which are accumulated and compacted. This help to form more third body on the wear 

surface for the imperforate block which acting as a protected layer and increasing the real contact area. 

Thus the imperforate block presents excellent brake characteristics at the wear, interfacial thermal 

distribution and the brake noise comparing to the perforated block. 


